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Modeling Topics and Behavior of Microbloggers: An
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Microblogging encompasses both user-generated content and behavior. When modeling microblogging data,
one has to consider personal and background topics, as well as how these topics generate the observed content
and behavior. In this article, we propose the Generalized Behavior-Topic (GBT) model for simultaneously
modeling background topics and users’ topical interest in microblogging data. GBT considers multiple topical
communities (or realms) with different background topical interests while learning the personal topics of
each user and the user’s dependence on realms to generate both content and behavior. This differentiates
GBT from other previous works that consider either one realm only or content data only. By associating
user behavior with the latent background and personal topics, GBT helps to model user behavior by the two
types of topics. GBT also distinguishes itself from other earlier works by modeling multiple types of behavior
together. Our experiments on two Twitter datasets show that GBT can effectively mine the representative
topics for each realm. We also demonstrate that GBT significantly outperforms other state-of-the-art models
in modeling content topics and user profiling.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Motivation
Microblogging is the act of users publishing short messages, called tweets, on the Inter-
net software platform Twitter to share their current status with their followers. Embed-
ded in these tweets is a wide range of topics. Other than posting tweets, microblogging
users also adopt behavior instances of different types as part of their interactions.
Examples of behavior types include networking (i.e., following other users), user men-
tion (i.e., mentioning other users in tweets), hashtag usage (i.e., inserting hashtags
in tweets), and retweeting (i.e., forwarding tweets from other users). A user’s actual
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behavior can therefore be represented as instances of different behavior types. The
ease of content posting and behavior adopting from both desktop and mobile devices
has made microblogging ideal for information sharing and seeking, social networking,
and communication.
In microblogging, one of the paramount problems is to determine the topical interests
of users and user communities. This problem is of utmost important for many appli-
cations, including user profiling [Pennacchiotti and Popescu 2011; Boutet et al. 2012],
personalized recommendation [De Francisci Morales et al. 2012; Hannon et al. 2010;
Qiu et al. 2013], and event detection [Sakaki et al. 2010; Diao et al. 2012; Diao and
Jiang 2013]. There has been a number of works addressing the problem. They suffer
from the following two major shortcomings: (i) they do not consider topical communities
when modeling users’ personal interest, and (ii) they learn users’ interest from either
their content (i.e., tweets) only or and their behavior only, but not both. We elaborate
on these shortcomings here.
Personal Interest and Topical Communities. Empirical and user studies on
microblogging usage have shown that the purpose of tweeting can be broadly attributed
to users’ personal topics or background topics [Java et al. 2007; Zhao and Rosson 2009;
Kooti et al. 2012]. The former cover interests of the users themselves. The latter are
the interests shared by users in the same topical communities [Grabowicz et al. 2013].
Instead of using the term community or social community, which usually refers to a
social group of densely connected users [Prentice et al. 1994], we use the term realm
to describe a topical user community. Users within a realm may not have many social
ties among them, but they share some common background interest. In general, a
user can belong to multiple realms. Thus, when modeling microblogging user content
and behavior, we have to consider both the users’ personal interest and their realms.
Previous works do not consider realms, however. Some do not model background topics
at all (e.g., Hong and Davison [2010], Ramage et al. [2010], and Yang et al. [2014]).
Others assume that there is only a single background topic (e.g., Hong et al. [2011],
Zhao et al. [2011], Qiu et al. [2013], and Xie and Xing [2013]). Without considering
realms and background topics, the previous models would not be able to describe the
users’ personal interests accurately.
Consider the example in Figure 1. There are two realms: Food and Politics. Both
user-A and user-B belong to the two realms; therefore, they sometimes tweet about the
realms’ topics. For example, user-A and user-B mention food in tweet-3 and tweet-7,
respectively; they also mention politics in tweet-4 and tweet-8, respectively. They also
adopt the realms’ representative behavior instances. Being part of the Food realm,
they use hashtag #foods, and follow and retweet from HealthyLiving1. Similarly, they
use hashtags #p2,#tcot, #elections, and #MittRomney, and follow and retweet from
BarackObama2 and MittRomney3 due to their association with the Politics realm. The
existing models, in the absence of realms, would incorrectly treat the two realms’ topics
as users’ personal interests.
A naı¨ve approach to learning both users’ personal interests and their realms is to
learn them in two steps. The choices of which step to go first leads us to two solutions.
The first solution is (i) to perform topic modeling on users’ content and behavior, fol-
lowed by (ii) assigning the most common topics among all the users to be the realms’
topics. The second solution is (a) to detect users’ realms, then (b) to determine users’
personal interests based on the detected realms and users’ realm membership. These
two solutions are inherently suboptimal due to separation of steps, and also require ad
1https://twitter.com/healthyliving.
2https://twitter.com/barackobama.
3https://twitter.com/mittromney.
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Fig. 1. This example illustrates how microblogging users’ personal interest and their realms determine
their content and behavior.
hoc treatments for converting the output of the first step to become the input of second
step.
User Content and User Behavior. Topical interests determine both content and
behavior of users. For example, in Figure 1, user-A is interested in Microsoft’s .NET
framework, HTML5, and entrepreneurship (as stated in user-A’s self-description); thus,
the user mentions and retweets from Microsoft and, and adopts hashtags such as
#windows8 and #JavaScripts. Also, due to topics of user-A’s realms, the user follows,
mentions, and retweets from BarackObama, and adopts hashtags such as #kids, #food,
#p2, and #elections. Similarly, user-B is interested in IOS applications, thus mentions
and retweets from Apple; and adopts the hashtag #ios. Also, due to user-B’s association
with the Politics realm, the user follows, mentions, and retweets from MittRomney,
and adopts hashtags such as #food, #tcot, and #MittRomney.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work on modeling microblogging
users that employs both user content and user behavior. Most of the existing works ei-
ther model topics of user content only [Hong and Davison 2010; Zhao et al. 2011] or user
behavior only [Ma et al. 2013; Luo et al. 2013]. These works neglect the relationship
between user content and user behavior, thus learn the users’ interests in a less-than-
optimal manner. A user’s topical interest may show up in the user’s content or behavior,
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but not both. For example, in Figure 1, user-A is interested in entrepreneurship, moti-
vating the user to follow and retweet from ForbesTech4 and TechCrunch5 even though
hardly tweeting on entrepreneurship. Similarly, user-B is interested in basketball and
follows and retweets from NBA6 and MiamiHEAT7 even though the user may not have
tweeted about basketball.
Few other works, consider both user content and user behavior together. Sachan
et al. [2012] and Qiu et al. [2013] model the types of user behavior associated with the
content. For example, a message may be associated with tweeting or retweeting types.
These works therefore can model only a subset of user behavior types, and do not model
the user behavior instances (e.g., who is retweeted, which hashtag is used, and so on).
Aggregating users’ behavior instances by their types is an oversimplification that leads
to less accurate models.
We also consider some obvious approaches that combine users’ content (i.e., tweets)
and behavior in learning their topical interest:
—Deriving two separate topic models for users’ tweets and behavior. A user’s topics are
then the concatenation of the user’s topics from the two models. For example, using
an existing topic model (e.g., LDA [Blei et al. 2003], Author-Topic [Rosen-Zvi et al.
2004], or TwitterLDA [Zhao et al. 2011]), we obtain topic distributions θcontent(u) and
θbehavior(u) for user u from user u’s tweets and behavior, respectively. The topical
interest of u is then [θcontent(u), θbehavior(u)]. However, this approach requires a large
number of topics and the same topic cannot be associated with both content and
behavior.
—Performing topic modeling on the tweets, followed by assigning each user behavior
instance with the topic(s) of its associated tweet(s). For example, for each adoption of
hashtag h, we assign to h the topic(s) of the tweet containing h. This approach does
not work well for two reasons. First, the topics of some tweets cannot be accurately
identified due to their very short and noisy content. Second, the topic of the tweet
content does not always fully explain the behavior. For example, recent works have
shown that microbloggers use hashtags for many other purposes beyond topic label-
ing, including personalized bookmarking, named entity markup [Zappavigna 2011],
and community membership [Yang et al. 2012].
—Performing supervised topic modeling on the tweets with their associated behavior
instances as labels. For example, we may apply the Labeled-LDA model [Ramage
et al. 2010] on the tweets using their hashtag(s) as topic labels. Again, this approach
is not ideal since tweets using the same hashtag do not always share the same topics,
as mentioned earlier.
1.2. Research Objectives
In this work, we aim to address these shortcomings by introducing realms as well
as users’ topical interests in modeling of both content and behavior of microbloggers.
We seek to learn realms representing collective topical interests, in addition to users’
personal topical interests. We also want to model the user’s dependence on realms when
generating content and adopting behavior.
To meet these objectives, we use an integrated approach. That is, we propose to jointly
model user topical interests and realms’ topic distributions in the same framework. In
this framework, each user is assigned a variable to learn the user’s bias towards the
4https://twitter.com/ForbesTech.
5https://twitter.com/TechCrunch.
6https://twitter.com/NBA.
7https://twitter.com/MiamiHEAT.
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user’s personal interests or associated realms. We also propose to jointly model user
content and user behavior sharing a common set of latent topics. This integrated
approach has several advantages. First, we can learn both users’ personal interests
and interest of their realms in one step. Second, the approach allows the interests to be
modeled accurately by using both user content and user behavior. Third, by modeling
both content and behavior with the same set of topics, we are able to infer user behavior
using the content and vice versa, as well as to semantically interpret user behavior.
For example, we may infer that a user who tweets frequently about political topics is
also more likely to mention and retweet from politicians.
1.3. Summary of Contributions
In this work, we develop a general framework that allows different types of behavior
to be modeled as different bag-of-behavior instances. We then develop a probabilistic
graphical model that simultaneously infers latent topics, users’ topical interests, and
latent realms. Our main contributions in this work are as follows.
—We propose a probabilistic graphical model, called the Generalized Behavior-Topic
model (GBT), for modeling topical interests of users and their realms, as well as for
modeling both user content and user behavior using a common set of topics. In GBT,
the dependency of the users on realms in generating content and adopting behavior
are variables to be learned. This is a unique contribution of this work since each
user’s dependence on realms is not observable in the data.
—We develop a simple sampling method to infer the model’s variables. We further
develop an efficient regularization technique to bias the model to learn more seman-
tically clearer realms. Our learning method is easy to implement and scales with the
number of latent topics and realms, as well as the number of observed content words
and behavior instances.
—We apply the GBT model to two Twitter datasets and show that it significantly
outperforms state-of-the-art topic models for Twitter content.
—An empirical analysis of topics and realms for the two datasets has been conducted
to demonstrate the efficacy of the GBT model.
—Last, we further demonstrate the application of the GBT model in some user profiling
tasks, showing that it also outperforms other topic models in these tasks.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. We discuss the related works on topic
modeling of user content and behavior in Section 2. We present our proposed model in
Section 3. We describe two experimental datasets and report the results of applying
the proposed model on the two datasets in Section 4. We then report the results of
evaluating the proposed model and other topic models in some user-profiling tasks in
Section 5. Finally, we present our conclusions and discuss future work in Section 6.
2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review previous works closely related to ours. These works fall into
three categories: (i) works on analyzing topics in microblogging data, (ii) works on an-
alyzing user behavior in microblogging data, and (iii) works on analyzing communities
in social networks.
2.1. Topic Analysis
Michelson and Macskassy [2010] empirically analyzed microblogging users’ topical
interests by examining named entities mentioned in tweets. Hong and Davison [2010]
then conducted an empirical study on different ways of performing topic modeling
on tweets using the original LDA model [Blei et al. 2003] and Author-Topic model
[Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004]. They found that the topics learned from documents formed by
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Fig. 2. (a) TwitterLDA and (b) QBLDA models.
aggregating tweets posted by the same users could help in user profiling. Similarly,
Mehrotra et al. [2013] investigated ways of forming documents from tweets in order
to improve the performance of the LDA model. They found that grouping tweets by
hashtag could lead to an improvement in quality of the learned topics. Ramage et al.
[2010] further proposed using the Labeled LDA model [Ramage et al. 2009] to model
topics of tweets, in which each tweet is labeled by its linguistic elements (e.g., hashtags
or emoticons). Lim and Buntine [2014] and Tan et al. [2014b] proposed incorporating
the sentiment of tweets into the LDA model. Wang et al. [2014] proposed regularizing
the LDA model by user network.
TwitterLDA [Zhao et al. 2011], the state-of-the-art of microblogging content topic
models, is a variant of LDA, in which (i) documents are formed by aggregating tweets
of the same users, (ii) a single background topic is assumed, (iii) each tweet has only one
topic shared by all words of the tweet, and (iv) each word in a tweet is generated from
either the background topic or the tweet’s topic. The plate notation of the TwitterLDA
model is shown in Figure 2(a), and its generative process is as follows.
—Sample the background topic’s word distribution φB ∼ Dirichlet(β)
—For each topic k (k = 1, . . . , K), sample the topic’s word distribution φk ∼ Dirichlet(β)
—Sample the dependence on background topic μ ∼ Beta(ρ)
—For each user u, sample u’s topic distribution θu ∼ Dirichlet(α)
—Generate tweets for the user u. For each tweet t that u posts:
(1) Sample the topic: z ∼ Multinomial(θu)
(2) Sample the words: For the ith word of the tweet
—Sample the source: c ∼ Bernoulli(μ)
—If c = 0, sample the word from background topic: w ∼ Multinomial(φB); else
(c = 1), sample the word from the tweet’s topic: w ∼ Multinomial(φz)
The TwitterLDA model, however, does not consider multiple background topics, and
assumes that all users have the same dependency on the unique background topic as
the parameter μ is shared by all the users.
Vosecky et al. [2014] proposed jointly modeling multiple types of named entities
embedded in tweets. Yan et al. [2013] and Cheng et al. [2014] proposed modeling
the generation of co-occurrence of pairs or words instead of modeling the occurrence
of each single word. Lin et al. [2014] proposed exploiting the sparsity of both topic
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distributions and topic–word distributions in modeling topics of tweets. Last, Yang
et al. [2014] proposed a classification approach to assign tweets to predefined topics.
All these works consider only user content. Our work, on the other hand, considers
both user content and user behavior.
The work in Qiu et al. [2013] is most related to our work. With same assumptions
as with TwitterLDA, the authors proposed modeling topics of tweets using both the
tweets’ content and the types of their associated behavior instances (i.e., either a tweet
is a (original) tweet or retweet, and so on). Their proposed model, denoted here by
the QBLDA model, has the plate notation shown in Figure 2(b), and the generative
process similar to that of the TwitterLDA model, except for one more step to generate
the behavior type associated with the tweet. In QBLDA, after the topic z of tweet t is
sampled, its associated behavior type l is generated from the topic-specific behavior type
distribution ψz where ψz is a multinomial distribution over L types of user behavior.
Similar to the topics’ word distribution, ψk has Dirichlet prior η for each topic k. That
is,
—ψk ∼ Dirichlet(η) for each topic k and
—l ∼ Multinomial(ψz)
QBLDA models user behavior types only (e.g., retweet behavior type), but not the
behavior instances (e.g., who is retweeted). This model therefore considers only a subset
of user behavior types that are exclusively associated with tweets (i.e., there is only
one type of behavior associated with each tweet). Also, in the QBLDA model, users’
content may be replicated in learning the users’ interests, leading to a less accurate
model. For example, if a tweet is retweeted 3 times, then 4 copies of the tweet are
required: 1 associated with tweet behavior type, and 3 associated with retweet behavior
type. Our work is more general than that of QBLDA by decoupling user content with
its associated user behavior instances. Our goal is to include the unified modeling of
user behavior instances of multiple types to more accurately model user interest.
Our work is also related to the works on event detection and trend analysis in social
media (e.g., Hu et al. [2012], Diao et al. [2012], Gao et al. [2012], Yin et al. [2013], and
Diao and Jiang [2013]). Events are different from realms as the former consist of topics
that are bursty and popular within a short duration of time. In contrast, realms consist
of topics that are not necessary bursty, but remain popular for a much longer time. The
works on bursty event detection and trend analysis also do not consider user behavior.
Last, our work is also similar but not exactly the same as works on modeling global
topics (e.g., Hong et al. [2011] and Xie and Xing [2013]). Although global topics are also
popular and last for a long time, they are shared by all users as opposed to users of
some realm. Modeling global topics is therefore a special case of our work when the
number of realms is degenerated to one.
2.2. User Behavior Analysis
There has been a number of works analyzing user behavior in microblogging data.
Kwak et al. [2010, 2011], Wu et al. [2011], and Feller et al. [2011] studied the patterns
of following behavior. Hannon et al. [2010], Yin et al. [2011], and Barbieri et al. [2014]
proposed models for recommending following behavior. Suh et al. [2010], Conover et al.
[2011], Wu et al. [2011], and Tan et al. [2014a] studied retweeting behavior. Welch
et al. [2011] conducted empirical research showing that a user’s retweeting behavior
is a stronger indicator of the user’s topical interest than the user’s following behavior.
Yang and Counts [2010], Dabeer et al. [2011], Cui et al. [2011], Chen et al. [2012], Pan
et al. [2013], and Yan et al. [2012] proposed models for retweeting behavior. However,
most of these works (i) consider only a single type of user behavior or (ii) do not
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consider content when modeling user behavior. Our model extends the state-of-the-art
by modeling different types of user behavior simultaneously when modeling content.
There are also existing works that jointly model user-generated content and user
behavior employing the same latent space. The works by Erosheva et al. [2004],
Nallapati et al. [2008], Yano et al. [2009], and Ma et al. [2015] are among them.
These works neither model realms nor consider the existence of different types of user
behavior, however.
2.3. Community and Realm Analysis
In social networks, communities may be formed by users developing dense social ties
with other users or sharing common interests with others. This results in different
types of communities: social, topical, or hybrid [Prentice et al. 1994; Grabowicz et al.
2013]. Most of the early works on community mining focus on finding social communi-
ties that have dense social links among the community users. Newman [2006] proposed
discovering social communities by finding a network partition that maximizes a mea-
sure of “compactness” in community structure called modularity. Airoldi et al. [2008]
et al. propose a statistical mixed membership model.
Research works on finding topical communities (i.e., realms) include those based on
user-generated content (e.g., Zhou et al. [2006] and Xie and Xing [2013]), and user
attributes (e.g., Yang and Leskovec [2012] and Yang et al. [2013, 2014]). Ding [2011]
conducted an empirical study showing that social community structure of a social
network can be significantly different from realms discovered from the same network.
However, most of these works do not differentiate users’ personal interest from that of
topical communities. They assume that a user’s topical interest is determined purely
based on the user’s topical communities’ interests. This assumption is not practical
in the microblogging context since microbloggers cover a vast range of interest topics,
which are not always determined by their topical communities. Our model therefore
seeks to differentiate a user’s personal interest from that of the user’s realms.
Last, it is important to note that our work is different from works on finding topical
interest of social communities (e.g., Liu et al. [2009], McCallum et al. [2005], Li et al.
[2010], Lim and Datta [2012], Sachan et al. [2012], Yin et al. [2012], and Sachan et al.
[2014]). Topical interest of each social community in these works refers to the most
common topics shared by users within a social community, thus may not be unique to
the community. Two different social communities may share the same topical interest.
Our proposed model requires each realm to be uniquely determined based on its topical
interest. Different realms are required to have distinctive interest.
3. GENERALIZED BEHAVIOR-TOPIC MODEL
In this section, we present our proposed Generalized Behavior-Topic (GBT) model in
detail. We begin by introducing notations and concepts. Next, we describe the principles
in designing the model and its generative process. We also highlight some properties of
the GBT model and its differences from the state-of-the-art models. Last, we present
an algorithm for learning the model’s variables that utilizes a regularization technique
to bias the learning process for clearer topics and realms.
3.1. Notations and Preliminaries
We summarize the notations in Table I. We use U to denote the set of all users, and use
U to denote the number of users, that is, U = |U |. For each user u ∈ U , we denote the set
and the number of tweets posted by u by Tu and Tu, respectively, that is, Tu = |Tu|. Then,
T and T denote the set and the number of all tweets posted by all users, respectively,
that is, T = ∪uTu and T =
∑
u Tu. The jth tweet posted by u is denoted by t
j
u and the
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Table I. Notations
U / U Set/ number of users, that is, U = |U |
Tu/ Tu Set/ number of tweets posted by user u, that is, Tu = |Tu|
T / T Set/ number of tweets posted by all users, that is, T = ∪uTu and T =
∑
u Tu
t ju Tweet number j ( j = 1, . . . , Tu) of user u
N ju Number of words in tweet t
j
u
w
ji
u Word number i (i = 1, . . . , N ju ) in tweet t ju
W Bag-of-words from all tweets
Vt/ Vt Word vocabulary/ number of words in vocabulary, that is, Vt = |Vt|
L Number of behavior types
Blu Bag-of-behavior instances of type-l (l = 1, . . . , L) that user u adopts
Blu Number of behavior instances of type-l that user u adopts, that is, B
l
u = |Blu|
B Bag-of-behavior instances of all types and adopted by all users,
that is, B = {Blu : ∀u ∈ U and ∀l = 1, . . . , L}
blju jth behavior instance of type-l ( j = 1, . . . , Blu) that user u adopts
Vlb/ V lb Type-l behavior vocabulary/ number of behavior instances in the vocabulary,
that is, V lb = |Vlb|
K/ R Number of topics/ realms
φk/ λlk Word/ type-l behavior instance distribution of kth topic
σr Topic distribution of realm r
θu/ πu Topic/ realm distribution of user u
μu Dependence distribution of user u
α/β/η/ρ/τ /γl Dirichlet (beta) conjugate priors of θu/φk/σr /μu/πu/λlk
c ju/ r
j
u / z
j
u Source /realm/ topic of tweet t
j
u
clju / r
lj
u / z
lj
u Source/ realm/ topic of behavior b
lj
u
C/ R/ Z Bag-of-sources/ realms/ topics of all the tweets and behavior instances
C−t ju / R−t ju / Z−t ju Bag-of-sources/ realms/ topics of all behavior instances and tweets except t
j
u
C−blju / R−blju / Z−blju Bag-of-sources/ realms/ topics of all behavior instances and tweets except b
lj
u
O−t ju Short form of the tuple (T ,B,C−t ju ,R−t ju ,Z−t ju , α, β, η, ρ, γ1, . . . , γL)O−blju Short form of the tuple (T ,B,C−blju ,R−blju ,Z−blju , α, β, η, ρ, γ1, . . . , γL)
nc(c, u,C) #times source c is observed in set of tweets and
behavior instances of user u for bag-of-sources C
nzu(z, u,Z) #tweets + #behavior instances of user u that have source 0 and
have topic z for bag-of-topics Z
nzr(z, r,Z,R) #tweets + #behavior instances that have source 1 and
have topic z and realm r for bag-of-topics Z, and bag-of-realms R
nw(w, z,T ,Z) #times word w is observed in topic z
for set of tweets T and bag-of-topics Z
nlb(b, z,B,Z) #times type-l behavior b is observed in topic z
for bag-of-behavior instances B and bag-of-topics Z
number of words in t ju is denoted by N
j
u . We denote the ith word of tweet t
j
u by w
ji
u . The
bag of words from all the tweets is denoted by W . Last, we denote the vocabulary of
all words by Vt and the number of words in the vocabulary by Vt, that is, Vt = |Vt|.
We denote the number of behavior types by L, and denote the types by type-1 to
type-L, respectively. A user may adopt the same behavior instance multiple times. We
therefore use a bag-of-behavior instances to represent a user’s behavior instances of
each type.
We denote the bag-of-behavior instances of type-l that u adopts by Blu and the number
of behavior instances in the bag by Blu, that is, B
l
u = |Blu|. Similar to words in tweets,
we denote the jth behavior instance of type-l that u adopts by blju . The bag-of-behavior
instances of all types and all users is denoted by B, that is, B = {Blu : ∀u ∈ U and ∀l =
1, . . . , L}. Finally, we denote the vocabulary of type-l behavior (i.e., the set of all behavior
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instances of type-l) by V lb, and the number of behavior instances in the vocabulary by
V lb, that is, V
l
b = |V lb|.
We now give formal definitions of the main concepts used in this article.
Definition 1 (Topic). A topic is a semantically coherent theme of words and behavior
instances. Formally, a topic z is represented by (1+L)-tuple (φz, λ1z , . . . , λLz ), where φz is a
multinomial distribution over word vocabulary Vt, and λlz is a multinomial distribution
over type-l behavior vocabulary V lb for ∀l = 1, . . . , L. φz and λlz are called the word
distribution and type-l behavior distribution of topic z, respectively.
For example, a political campaign topic would have high probabilities for words such
as policies, debates, and votes, but low probabilities for other words. The topic also
has high probabilities for behavior instances such as mentions of and retweeting from
politicians, and low probabilities for other behavior instances. Another topic about
foods would have high probabilities for words such as coffee and drinks, and low proper-
ties for other words. It would also have high probabilities for behavior instances such as
adoptions of #restaurants and #cuisine hashtags, as well as mentions of and retweeting
from famous food businesses and bloggers, and low probabilities for other behavior
instances.
Definition 2 (Users’ Topic Distribution). The topic distribution of a user represents
the user’s preference levels for different topics. Formally, the topic distribution of user
u is a multinomial distribution θu over the set of all topics.
For example, a user interested in sports would have a high probability for sports
topics and a low probability for other topics. Similarly, another user interested in
technology would have a high probability for technology topics and a low probability
for other topics.
Definition 3 (Realms’ Topic Distribution). The topic distribution of a realm repre-
sents the common topical interests of the realm’s user members. Formally, the topic
distribution of realm r is a multinomial distribution σr over the set of all topics.
For example, the political realm would have high probabilities for topics such as
political parties, campaigns, and elections; the IT realm would have high probabilities
for topics such as programming, software development, and big IT companies.
Definition 4 (Realm Membership). A user’s realm membership refers to the user’s
preference in different realms. Formally, realm membership of user u is represented by
a multinomial distribution πu over the realms, which is called realm distribution of u.
For example, a politician would have high probabilities for the political realms and
a celebrity would have high probabilities for entertainment realms
3.2. Model Design Principles
The GBT model is designed to simulate the process of generating some observed tweet
and behavior data from K topics and R realms. Here, K and R are data-dependent pa-
rameters and determined empirically. In the GBT model, tweets and behavior instances
are assumed to be conditionally independent given the topics, realms, and users. Every
tweet and behavior instance of user u is assigned a topic. This topic is determined
based on either u’s personal interest or u’s realms. To capture the bias of u towards u’s
personal interest or realms when determining the topics of u’s tweets and behavior in-
stances, we assign to u a dependence distribution μu. Here, μu = (μ0u, μ1u) is a Bernoulli
distribution. μ0u is the bias of u towards u’s personal interest, and μ
1
u = 1−μ0u is u’s bias
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Fig. 3. Plate diagram of GBT model.
towards u’s realms. Once a tweet’s topic is determined, its words are then determined
based on the topic’s word. Similarly, once a behavior instance’s topic is determined, the
instance is then determined based on the topic’s behavior distributions.
3.3. Generative Process
The generative process of the GBT model has a plate diagram as shown in Figure 3
and is described here.
For every topic k = 1, . . . , K, we assume that the topic’s word distribution φk and
behavior distributions λlk (l = 1, . . . , L) follow known conjugate Dirichlet priors β and
γl, respectively. Similarly, for every user u, we also assume that u’s topic distribution
θu and realm distribution πu follow known conjugate Dirichlet priors α and τ , respec-
tively, while the user’s dependence distribution μu follows a known conjugate beta
prior ρ. Last, for every ream r, we assume that r’s topic distribution σr follows a known
conjugate Dirichlet prior η.
To generate a tweet t posted by user u, we first sample a binary variable c from the
user’s dependence distribution μu. The variable c is called the source of tweet t, and is
used to decide if the tweet will be based on u’s personal interest, or one of u’s realms.
If c = 0, we then choose the topic z for the tweet according to u’s topic distribution θu.
Otherwise, that is, c = 1, we first choose a realm r according to u’s realm distribution
πu, then we choose z according to the chosen realm’s topic distribution σr. As tweets are
short, with no more than 140 characters, we assume that each tweet has only one topic,
and the tweet’s words are conditionally independent given its topic. Once the topic z
is chosen, words in t are then chosen according to the topic’s word distribution φz, and
each word is chosen independently from the others.
Similarly, we assume the same process for all adopted behavior instances, except
that, for a behavior instance b of type-l, once its topic z is chosen, the instance is then
chosen according to the topic’s behavior distribution λlz.
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The full generative process is summarized as follows.
—Generate topics’ word and behavior distributions from their priors
For each topic k = 1, . . . , K
—Sample the topic’s word distribution from its Dirichlet prior: φk ∼ Dirichlet(β)
—For each type of behavior l = 1, . . . , L, sample the topic’s type-l behavior distribu-
tion from its Dirichlet prior: λlk ∼ Dirichlet(γl)
—Generate realms’ topic distributions from their prior
For each realm r (r = 1, . . . , R), sample the realm’s topic distribution from its Dirich-
let prior: σr ∼ Dirichlet(η)
—Generate users’ topic, realm, and dependence distributions from their priors
For each user u
(1) Sample u’s topic distribution θu ∼ Dirichlet(α)
(2) Sample u’s realm distribution πu ∼ Dirichlet(τ )
(3) Sample u’s dependence distribution μu ∼ Beta(ρ)
—Generate users’ content and behavior
For each user u
—Generate tweets
For each tweet t that u posts
(1) Sample the source: c ∼ Bernoulli(μu)
(2) Sample topic:
—if c = 0, sample the topic from u’s topic distribution: z ∼ Multinomial(θu)
—If c = 1, sample the topic from one of the realms:
—Sample the realm: r ∼ Multinomial(πu)
—Sample the topic: z ∼ Multinomial(σr)
(3) Sample the tweet’s words: For each word of the tweet, sample the word: w ∼
Multinomial(φz)
—Generate behavior
For each behavior instance of type-l that u adopts:
(1) Sample the source: c ∼ Bernoulli(μu)
(2) Sample the topic:
—If c = 0, sample the topic from u’s topic distribution: z ∼ Multinomial(θu)
—If c = 1, sample the topic from one of the realms
—Sample the realm: r ∼ Multinomial(πu)
—Sample the topic: z ∼ Multinomial(σr)
(3) Sample the behavior instance: b ∼ Multinomial(φzb)
3.4. Discussion
The GBT model shares the same idea with the TwitterLDA and QBLDA models (see
Section 2.1) that topics are assigned to tweets instead of words. GBT differs from
the two predecessors by considering realms in addition to users’ personal interest. It
also accommodates multiple types of user behavior simultaneously. Moreover, users’
tweets and behavior are modeled by GBT using the same set of topics, thus keeping
the modeling complexity unchanged when adding more user behavior types.
Also, like TwitterLDA, QBLDA, and other LDA-based models, GBT is a Bayesian
clustering model. Hence, when fitting a given dataset, likelihood and perplexity of the
GBT model are sensitive to its number of variables. The variables in the GBT model
are:
—K × Vt variables for K topics’ word distributions, and K ×
∑L
l=1 V
l
b variables for the
topics’ behavior distributions.
—R × K variables for R realms’ topic distributions.
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—U × K variables for U users’ topic distributions, U × R variables for the users’ realm
distributions, and U × 2 for the users’ dependence distribution.
In total, the number of variables in the GBT model is
K × Vt + K ×
L∑
l=1
V lb + R × K + U × K + U × R + U × 2 = K ×
(
U + Vt +
L∑
l=1
V lb
)
+ R × (U + K) + 2 × U
Since R  K  U  Vt +
∑L
l=1 V
l
b, the number of variables in the GBT model is
significantly increased when we increase K, but not when we increase R. Therefore,
likelihood and perplexity of the GBT model would be significantly increased and de-
creased, respectively, when K is increased, but not when R is increased.
3.5. Model Learning
Due to the intractability of LDA-based models [Blei et al. 2003], we make use of a
sampling method for estimating the parameters in the GBT model from a given dataset
and the priors. More specifically, we first randomly initialize the latent source, latent
realm, and latent topic for all tweets and behavior instances in the given dataset. We
then use a collapsed Gibbs sampler ([Liu 1994]) to iteratively sample the source, realm,
and latent topic of every tweet and every behavior instance to obtain a sample set to
estimate the model’s parameters.
We denote the bag-of-topics, bag-of-sources, and bag-of-realms of all the tweets
and behavior instances in the given dataset by Z, C, and R, respectively. For each
tweet t ju , we use C−t ju , R−t ju , Z−t ju to denote the bag-of-sources, bag-of-realms, and
bag-of-topics, respectively, of all the behavior instances and all other tweets in the
given dataset except t ju . To simplify the notations, we use O−t ju to refer to the tuple
(T ,B,C−t ju ,R−t ju ,Z−t ju , α, β, η, ρ, γ1, . . . , γL).
Similarly, for each adopted behavior instance blju , we use C−blju , R−blju , Z−blju to denote
the bag-of-sources, bag-of-realms, and bag-of-topics, respectively, of all the tweets and
all other behavior instances in the dataset except blju . Also, we use O−blju to refer to the
tuple (T ,B,C−blju ,R−blju ,Z−blju , α, β, η, ρ, γ1, . . . , γL).
Sampling for a tweet. After we randomly initialize source, realm, and topic for all
tweets and behavior instances, C, R, and Z are determined. Hence, for any tweet t ju ,
when sampling the tweet’s source c ju and realm r
j
u, we are given O−t ju and the tweet’s
topic zju. Similarly, when sampling z
j
u, we are given O−t ju and c
j
u, as well as r
j
u (if it exists).
Thus, the source and the realm are jointly sampled according to equations in Figure 4,
while the topic is sampled according to equations in Figure 5. Note that, when c ju = 0,
we do not have to sample r ju, and the current r
j
u (if it exists) will be discarded.
In equations in Figures 4 and 5, nc(c, u,C) records the number of times that the
source c is observed in the set of tweets and behavior instances of user u for the bag-
of-sources C. Similarly, nzu(z, u,Z) records the number of times that the topic z is
observed in the set of tweets and the bag of behavior instances of user u for the bag
of topics Z. nzr(z, r,Z,R) records the number of times that the topic z is observed in
the set of tweets and the bag-of-behavior instances that are tweeted/adopted based on
the realm r by any user for the bag-of-topics Z and the bag-of-realms R. nru(r, u,R)
records the number of times that the realm r is observed in the set of tweets and the
bag-of-behavior instances of user u. Last, nw(w, z,T ,Z) records the number of times
that the word w is observed in the topic z for the set of tweets T and the bag-of-topics Z.
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Fig. 4. Probabilities used in jointly sampling source and realm for tweet t ju without regularization.
Fig. 5. Probabilities used in sampling topic for tweet t ju without regularization.
In the right-hand side of Equation (1): (i) the first term is proportional to the proba-
bility that the source 0 is generated given the priors and (current) values of all other
latent variables (i.e., the sources, realms (if they exist), and topics of all other tweets
and behavior instances); and (ii) the second term is proportional to the probability that
the (current) topic zju is generated given the priors, (current) values of all other latent
variables, and the chosen source.
Similarly, in the right-hand side of Equation (2): (i) the first term is proportional to
the probability that the source 1 is generated given the priors and (current) values of
all other latent variables; (ii) the second term is proportional to the probability that
the realm r is generated given the priors, (current) values of all other latent variables,
and the chosen source; and (iii) the third term is proportional to the probability that
the (current) topic zju is generated given the priors, (current) values of all other latent
variables, and the chosen source as well as the chosen realm.
In the right-hand side of Equation (3): (i) the first term is proportional to the prob-
ability that the topic z is generated given the priors and (current) values of all other
latent variables, and the corresponding source is 0; and (ii) the second term is propor-
tional to the probability that the tweet content is generated given the priors, (current)
values of all other latent variables, and the chosen topic.
Last, in the right-hand side of Equation (4): (i) the first term is proportional to the
probability that the topic z is generated given the priors and (current) values of all other
latent variables, and the corresponding source is 1; (ii) the second term is proportional
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Fig. 6. Probabilities used in jointly sampling source and realm for behavior instance bl,ij without
regularization.
Fig. 7. Probabilities used in sampling topic for behavior blju without regularization.
to the probability that the tweet content is generated given the priors, (current) values
of all other latent variables, and the chosen topic.
Sampling for a behavior instance. Similar to what has been described before, for
any behavior instance blju , when sampling the instance’s source c
lj
u and realm r
lj
u , we
are given O−blju and the instance’s topic z
lj
u . Also, when sampling z
lj
u , we are given O−blju ,
clju and r
lj
u . Thus, the source and the realm are jointly sampled according to equations
in Figure 6, while the topic is sampled according to equations in Figure 7. Again, note
that, when ci,lj = 0, we do not have to sample ri,lj , and the current ri,lj (if it exists) will
be discarded.
In equations in Figures 6 and 7, nlb(b, z,B,Z) records the number of times that the
type-l behavior b is observed in the topic z for the bag-of-behavior instances B and
the bag-of-topics Z. The terms in the right-hand side of Equations (5) to (8) have the
same meaning as those of Equations (1) to (4), respectively.
3.6. Sparsity Regularization
As we want to differentiate users’ tweets and behavior instances based on personal
interest from those based on realms while distinguishing one realm from the others, we
prefer (a) realms’ topic distributions and users’ topic distributions to skew on different
topics, and (b) different realms’ topic distributions to skew on different topics. More
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Fig. 8. Topic-specific source distribution regularization terms used in sampling source and/or realm for
tweet t ju and behavior instance b
lj
u .
Fig. 9. Topic-specific source distribution regularization terms used in sampling topic for tweet t ju and be-
havior instance blju .
specifically, in estimating parameters in the GBT model, we need to obtain sparsity in
the following distributions.
—Topic-specific source distribution psource(·|z), where z is a topic: The sparsity in this
distribution is to ensure that each topic z is mostly covered by either users’ personal
interest or realms.
—Topic-specific realm distribution prealm(·|z), where z is a topic: The sparsity in this
distribution is to ensure that each topic z is mostly covered by one or only a few
realms.
To obtain this sparsity, we use the pseudo-observed variable-based regularization tech-
nique proposed by Balasubramanyan and Cohen [2013], as follows.
3.6.1. Topic-Specific Source Distribution Regularization. Since the topic-specific source dis-
tributions are determined by both source and realm joint sampling and topic-sampling
steps, we regularize both these steps to bias the distributions to some target sparsity.
In source & realm joint sampling steps. In each source & realm sampling step
for the tweet t ju , we multiply the right-hand side of equations in Figure 4 with a cor-
responding regularization term RtopicSource-Source&Realm(c|zju), which is computed based
on empirical entropy of p(c|zju), as in Equation (9). Similarly, in each source & realm
sampling step for the behavior instance bi, jj , we multiply the right-hand side of the equa-
tions in Figure 6 with a corresponding regularization term RtopicSource-Source&Realm(c|zlju ),
which is computed based on empirical entropy of p(c|zlju ), as in Equation (10).
In topic-sampling steps. In each topic-sampling step for the tweet t ju , we mul-
tiply the right-hand side of equations in Figure 5 with a corresponding regulariza-
tion term RtopicSource-Topic(z|t ju), which is computed based on empirical entropy of p(c|z),
as in Equation (15). Similarly, in each topic-sampling step for the behavior instance
bi, jj , we multiply the right-hand side of equations in Figure 7 with a corresponding
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Fig. 10. Topic specific realm distribution regularization terms used in sampling source and/or realm for
tweet t ju and behavior instance b
lj
u
regularization term RtopicSource-Topic(z|blju ), which is computed based on empirical en-
tropy of p(c|z), as in equations in Figure 12.
In Equation (9), Hsource
c ju=c (z
j
u) is the empirical entropy of psource(·|zju) when c ju = c; in
Equation (10), Hsource
clju =c (z
lj
u ) is the empirical entropy of psource(·|zlju ) when clju = c. Similarly,
for each topic z′, in Equation (11), Hsource
zju=z (z
′) is the empirical entropy of psource(·|z′)
when zju = z; in Equation (12), Hsourcezlju =z (z
′) is the empirical entropy of psource(·|z′) when
zlju = z. The two parameters μtopicSource and σtopicSource are the target mean and target
variance of the entropy of p(c|z), respectively. These target mean and target variances
are predefined parameters. Obviously, these regularization terms (1) increase weight
for values of c, r, and z that give lower empirical entropy of p(c|z), thus increasing
the sparsity of these distributions; but (2) decrease weight for values of c, r, and z,
which give higher empirical entropy of p(c|z), thus decreasing the sparsity of these
distributions.
3.6.2. Topic-Specific Realm Distribution Regularization. Similarly, since the topic-specific
realm distributions are determined by both source & realm joint sampling and topic
sampling steps, we regularize both these steps to bias the distributions to some target
sparsity.
In source & realm joint sampling steps. In each source & realm sampling step
for the tweet t ju , we also multiply the right-hand side of the equations in Figure 4
with a corresponding regularization term RtopicRealm-Source&Realm(c, r|zju), which is com-
puted based on the empirical entropy of p(r′|zju), as in Equation (13). Similarly, in
each source & realm sampling step for the behavior instance bi, jj , we also multiply
the right-hand side of the equations in Figure 6 with a corresponding regularization
term RtopicRealm-Source&Realm(c, r|zlju ), which is computed based on the empirical entropy
of p(r′|zlju ), as in Equation (14).
In topic sampling steps. In each topic sampling step for the tweet t ju , we also mul-
tiply the right hand side of equations in Figure 5 with a corresponding regularization
term RtopicRealm-Topic(z|t ju) which is computed based on empirical entropy of p(r|z) as in
Equation (15). Similarly, in each topic sampling step for the behavior instance bi, jj , we
multiply the right hand side of equations in Figure 7 with a corresponding regulariza-
tion term RtopicReaml-Topic(z|blju ) which is computed based on empirical entropy of p(c|z)
as in equations in Figure 16.
In Equation (13), Hrealm
c ju=c,r ju=r(z
j
u) is the empirical entropy of prealm(·|zju) when c ju = c
& r ju = r; in Equation (14), Hrealmclju =c,rlju =r(z
lj
u ) is the empirical entropy of prealm(·|zlju ) when
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Fig. 11. Topic-specific realm distribution regularization terms used in sampling topic for tweet t ju and
behavior instance blju .
clju = c & rlju = r. Similarly, for each topic z′, in Equation (15), Hrealmzju=z (z
′) is the empirical
entropy of prealm(·|z′) when zju = z; in Equation (16), Hrealmzlju =z (z
′) is the empirical entropy
of prealm(·|z′) when zlju = z. The two parameters μtopicRealm and σtopicRealm are the target
mean and target variance of the entropy of p(r|z), respectively. These target mean and
target variances are predefined parameters. Obviously, these regularization terms (1)
increase weight for values of c, r, and z that give lower empirical entropy of p(r|z), thus
increasing the sparsity of these distributions; but (2) decrease weight for values of c,
r, and z, which give higher empirical entropy of p(r|z), thus decreasing the sparsity of
these distributions.
3.7. Implementation and Complexity
We use two-dimensional tables for keeping the counts nc(c, u,C), nzu(z, u,Z),
nzr(z, r,Z,R), nw(w, z,T ,Z), and nlb(b, z,B,Z) and call them counting tables. We use
one-dimensional tables for keeping row and column sums of the counting tables and
call them sum tables. Also, we use one-dimensional tables for keeping the empirical
entropies of p(c|z) and p(r|z), and call them entropy tables.
In each sampling step, only constant time updates on some counting table(s) and
sum table(s) are made. For each topic z, the empirical entropies of p(c|z) and p(r|z)
are computed based on the row/column z of one of the counting tables. Thus, in each
sampling step, the entropy tables can also be updated in constant time as follows. Let
Ecurrent be the current empirical entropy of prealm(·|z). Ecurrent is computed from the
array n1, . . . , nR, which is the row/column z of one of the counting tables, that is,
Ecurrent = −
R∑
r=1
nr∑R
r=1 nr
log
(
nr∑R
r=1 nr
)
.
Now, assume that ng is changed to ng + ; then, the new empirical entropy Enew of
p(r|z) can be computed from Ecurrent as follows:
Enew = 1
 +∑Rr=1 nr
[
Ecurrent
R∑
r=1
nr +
(
ng log(ng) − (ng + ) log(ng + )
)
+ log
(
 +
R∑
r=1
nr
)(
 +
R∑
r=1
nr
)
−
(
R∑
r=1
nr
)
log
(
R∑
r=1
nr
)]
.
Given that the sum
∑R
r=1 nr is kept in a cell of one of the sum tables, the cost of updating
the empirical entropy prealm(·|z) is therefore constant. Similarly, in each sampling step,
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we can update any entropy table in constant time. Thus, in total, a single iteration of the
collapsed Gibbs sampler performs O((|W| + |B|) × (K + R)) computationsm where |W|
is the number of observed words and |B| is the number of observed behavior instances
in the dataset [Heinrich 2009]. We provide a JAVA implementation of the GBT model
at https://github.com/smutahoang/ttm.
In our experiments, we used a sampling method with the sparsity regularization
presented earlier, setting μtopicSource = μtopicRealm = 0, σtopicSource = 0.3, and σtopicRealm =
0.5. This corresponds to the case in which every topic is assigned to either realms or
users’ personal interests, and every topic is also assigned to at most one realm. σtopicSource
is set smaller than σtopicRealm so that, for each topic, the topic’s source distribution
is more strictly regularized than its realm distribution. We also used conventional
symmetric Dirichlet hyperparameters, which are used in previous works (e.g., Blei
et al. [2003], Zhao et al. [2011], and Qiu et al. [2013]). That is, α = 50/K, β = 0.01,
ρ = 2, τ = 1/R, η = 50/K, and γl = 0.01 for all l = 1, . . . , L. Given the input dataset,
we train the model with 600 iterations of Gibbs sampling. We took 25 samples with a
gap of 20 iterations in the last 500 iterations to estimate all the hidden variables.
4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
4.1. Datasets
Data collection. In order to evaluate the GBT model properly, we need experimental
datasets to be domain specific, and have full content and behavior of users over a
long period of time. We have specially selected two domains, software engineering and
politics, in which there are realms with distinctive topic distributions. This further
helps us to empirically evaluate the results. The second requirement is necessary so
that we can learn the model accurately. It cannot be easily met by simply collecting
data from sampled tweet streams, however, which offer a small proportion of all Twitter
data. We instead use snowball a sampling method to collect data. Given a domain, we
first manually select a set of seed users who are experts in the domain. We then expand
the set by adding the seed users’ followers and/or followees. Last, we crawl the content
and behavior of users in the expanded set.
Based on this approach, we constructed the following two datasets:
—SE Dataset. This dataset contains tweets and behavior of a large set of Twitter
users who are interested in software engineering. To construct this dataset, we first
utilized 100 of the most influential software developers on Twitter provided in Jurgen
[2009] as the seed users. These are highly followed users who actively tweet about
software engineering topics, including Jeff Atwood8, Jason Fried9, and John Resig10.
We further expanded the user set by adding all users following at least five seed users
to get more technology-savvy users. Last, we took all tweets posted by these users
from August 1 to October 31, 2011 to form the first dataset, called the SE dataset.
—Two-Week Dataset. This dataset is in the politics domain, and was collected from
Twitter just before the 2012 US presidential election. To construct this corpus, we
first manually selected a set of 56 seed users. These are highly followed, politi-
cally oriented Twitter users, including major US politicians, for example, Barack
Obama, Mitt Romney, and Newt Gingrich; well-known political bloggers, for exam-
ple, America Blog, Red State, and Daily Kos; and political sections of the US news
media, for example, CNN Politics, and Huffington Post Politics. The set of users was
then expanded by adding all users following at least three seed users to get more
8http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Atwood.
9http://www.hanselman.com/blog/AboutMe.aspx.
10http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Resig.
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Table II. Statistics of the Experimental Datasets
SE dataset Two-Week dataset
#user 14,595 24,046
#tweets 3,030,734 3,181,583
#behavior instances
user mention 354,463 (with 2,337 adopters) 653,758 (with 4,628 adopters)
hashtag usage 894,619 (with 3,992 adopters) 1,820,824 (with 9,288 adopters)
retweeting 909,272 (with 5,324 adopters) 2,396,100 (with 10,576 adopters)
politics-savvy users. Last, we used all the tweets posted by these users during the 2
weeks from August 25 to September 7, 2012 to form the second dataset, known as
the Two-Week dataset.
Data preprocessing. We employed the following preprocessing steps to clean both
datasets.
—Tweet selection. We first removed stopwords from the tweets. Then, we filtered out
tweets with less than 3 nonstopwords. Next, we excluded users with less than 50
(remaining) tweets to focus on users with sufficient data.
—Behavior instance selection. In both datasets, we consider instances of following-
behavior types: (1) user mention, (2) hashtag usage, and (3) retweeting. These are
behavior instances beyond content generation that users may adopt multiple times.
More precisely, for each time that user u mentions user v in user u’s tweets, we
consider v as a behavior instance of user mention type of u. Similarly, for each time
that user u retweets a tweet originally posted by v, we also consider v as a behavior
instance of retweeting type of u. Last, for each time that user u uses hashtag h in
user u’s tweets, we consider h as a behavior instance of hashtag usage type of u.
Similar to tweets’ words, for each behavior instance, we filtered away those with
less than 10 adopting users. Also, for each user u and each behavior type, we filtered
out all of u’s behavior instances of the type if u adopted less than 50 instances of
the type. These minimum thresholds are necessary so that, for each behavior instance
and each user, we have enough adoption observations for learning both the influence
of the user’s personal interest and that of the realms on the instance’s adoption.
Table II shows the statistics of the two datasets after the preprocessing steps. As
shown in the table, the two datasets after the filtering are still large. In the SE dataset,
there are about 200 tweets, 150 user-mention instances, 225 hashtag-usage instances,
and 170 retweeting instances per user. In the Two-Week dataset, there are about 120
tweets, 140 user-mention instances, 195 hashtag-usage instances, and 225 retweeting
instances per user. This large size allows us to learn the latent factors accurately.
4.2. Content Modeling
We first evaluate the ability of the GBT model in modeling topics of content. To do this,
we compare the GBT model with two state-of-the-art topic models for Twitter data: the
TwitterLDA model [Zhao et al. 2011], and QBLDA model [Qiu et al. 2013]. We briefly
reviewed these models in Section 2.
Evaluationmetrics.We adopt likelihood and perplexity for evaluating the resultant
topics. For each user, we randomly selected 90% of tweets of the user to form a training
set, and the remaining 10% of the tweets as the test set. Then, for each model, we
compute the likelihood of the training set and perplexity of the test set. The model
with a higher likelihood, or lower perplexity, is considered better for the task.
Performance comparison. Figures 12(a) and (b) show the performance of the
TwitterLDA, QBLDA, and GBT models in content modeling on the SE dataset by
varying the number of topics K and the number of realms R. Figures 12(c) and (d) show
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Fig. 12. Loglikelihood and perplexity of different models in: (a) and (b) SE dataset, and (c) and
(d) Two-Week dataset.
the similar results on the Two-Week dataset. As expected, a larger number of topics K
results in a larger likelihood and smaller perplexity, and the amount of improvement
diminishes as K increases. The figures show that: (1) the GBT model significantly
outperforms both the TwitterLDA and QBLDA models in the content modeling task;
and (2), as we expected, GBT’s likelihood and perplexity do not significantly change as
we increase the number of the realms from 1 to 5.
Setting the numbers of topics and realms. We further look into the realms
returned by the GBT model with a different number of realms and found that there is
a semantically hierarchical structure among the realms. That is, when the number of
realms is increased, the realms are divided into more semantically distinctive realms.
For example, Figure 13 shows the top topics of the realm(s) found in the SE dataset
when the number of realms varied from 1 to 3. Here, the labels of the topics are
manually assigned after examining the topics’ top words and top tweets. For each topic,
the topic’s top words are the words having the highest probabilities given the topic,
and the topic’s top tweets are the tweets having the lowest perplexities given the topic.
The figure clearly shows that the unique realm in the case R = 1 is divided into two
semantically clearer realms when R = 2. These two realms divided into three realms
with even clearer semantics when R = 3. We also have similar qualitative findings
from the Two-Week dataset. This suggests that the GBT model can recover the more
detailed realms by increasing the number of realms, even though the quantitative
performance does not significantly improve.
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Fig. 13. Top topics of realm(s) found in SE dataset when the number of realms varies from 1 to 3.
Table III. Top Words of Background Topic Found in SE Dataset by TwitterLDA and QBLDA Models
Model Top words of background topic
TwitterLDA life,making,video,blog,change,reading,job,home,thought,line
team,power,game,business,money,friends,talking,starting,month,company
QBLDA video,life,blog,change,job,game,reading,business,power,making
thought,line,home,#fb,giving,friends,team,money,talking,running
Table IV. Top Topics of Realms Found in SE Dataset
Realm Realm Top topics
Id Label Topic Id Topic Label Probability
0
Software 44 Scripting programming languages 0.760
development 66 Email & social networking services 0.044
26 Readings 0.043
1
Apple’s 38 iOS 0.369
products 22 iPhone & iPad 0.231
66 Email & social networking services 0.102
2
Daily 76 Daily stuffs 0.536
life 43 Foods & drinks 0.098
26 Readings 0.089
Considering both time and space complexities, and that it is not practical to expect
a large number of topics falling in realm(s), we set the number of topics to 80 and set
the number of the realms to 3 for the experiments presented in the following sections.
4.3. Background Topics & Realms Analysis
We now examine the background topics found by the TwitterLDA and QBLDA models,
and realms found by the GBT model.
Table III shows the top words of the background topics found by the TwitterLDA
model and QBLDA model in the SE dataset, while Table IV shows the top topics for
each realm found in the same dataset. Note that, other than the background topics
in the TwitterLDA and QBLDA models, the labels of other topics are also manually
assigned after examining the topics’ top words (shown in Table X) and top tweets. The
label of each realm is also manually assigned after examining the realm’s top topics.
The tables show that the background topics found by the TwitterLDA and QBLDA
models are not semantically clear, while the realms and their extreme topics found
by the GBT model are both semantically clear and reasonable. In the SE dataset,
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Table V. Top Words of Background Topic Found in Two-Week Dataset by TwitterLDA and QBLDA Models
Model Top words of background topic
TwitterLDA life,making,home,america,called,house,change,thought,video,talking
line,american,money,country,job,obama,friends,fact,lost,hell
QBLDA video,making,american,called,obama,america,talking,thought,house,country
president,job,line,giving,home,life,lost,fact,#dnc2012,change
Table VI. Top Topics of Realms Found in Two-Week Dataset
Realm Realm Top topics
Id Label Topic Id Topic Label Probability
0
Responses to 5 Responses to speeches at DNC 2012 0.624
DNC & RNC 17 Clint Eastwood’s empty chair13 0.105
2012 28 Economics issues 0.072
1
Republicans 8 Criticizing Obama 0.347
opposing 65 Government & people’s rights 0.138
3
Criticizing Chris Matthews’s comments
0.098
on Republicans
2
DNC & RNC 31 Speeches at RNC 2012 0.353
2012 54 Media reports on DNC & RNC 2012 0.174
77 Speeches at DNC 2012 0.152
other than the Daily Life realm, as reported in Java et al. [2007], it is expected that
professional realms Software Development and Apple’s product exist in the dataset
as most of its users are working in the IT industry. This agrees with the findings by
Zhao and Rosson [2009], that people also use Twitter for gathering and sharing useful
information for their profession.
Similarly, Table V shows the top words of the background topics found by the Twit-
terLDA and QBLDA models in the Two-Week dataset, while Table VI shows the top
topics for each realm found in the same dataset. Again, the topics’ labels are manu-
ally assigned based on examining the topics’ top words (shown in Table XV) and top
tweets; the realms’ labels are also manually assigned based on examining the realm’s
top topics. Also, the tables show that the background topics found by the TwitterLDA
and QBLDA models are not semantically clear, while the realms and their extreme
topics found by the GBT model are both semantically clear and reasonable. In the
Two-Week dataset, it is expected that political realms Responses to DNC & RNC 2012,
Republicans Opposing, and DNC and RNC 2012 exist in the dataset, as it was collected
during the 2012 US presidential election, including the national conventions of both
the Democratic11 and Republican12 parties.
In summary, the empirical content analysis results look reasonable when our pro-
posed GBT model is applied on the two datasets. We now turn our focus to behavior
modeling results.
4.4. User Behavior Analysis
Last, we examine the user behavior instances associated with the result topics. Tables X
and XV show some of representative topics found in the SE and Two-Week datasets,
respectively, together with the topics’ top behavior instances. For each topic, and each
behavior type, similar to the topic’s top words, the topic’s top behavior instances are the
instances having the highest probabilities given the topic. The tables show that the key
11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012_Democratic_National_Convention.
12http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012_Republican_National_Convention.
13http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clint_Eastwood_at_the_2012_Republican_National_Convention.
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behavior instances for each topic are reasonable. For example, in the SE dataset, we
observe for topic Scripting programming languages (topic 44) that people use scripting
languages–related hashtags (#javascript, #ruby, #nodejs, #php, and so on), mention
and retweet from software-project hosting services and scripting language builder &
developers (@github, @heroku, @rubyrogues, @steveklabnik, garybernhardt, tenderlove,
dhh, and so on). We also observe for topic iPhone & iPad (topic 22) that people use
iPhone- and iPad-related hashtags (#iphone, #iphone5, #apple, and so on), mention big
IT companies and phone and tablet producers (branch, @twitter, @google, @amazon,
@att, and), and retweet from iOS developers and IT bloggers (marcoarment, John
Gruber, dcurtis).
Similarly, in the Two-Week dataset, we observe for topic Responses to DNC &
RNC 2012 (topic 5) that people use DNC & RNC 2012–related hashtags (#dnc2012,
#rnc2012, #literally, and so on), mention key persons in the two conventions (e.g.,
dwstweets, stefcutter, reince, and so on), and retweet from political bloggers and com-
mentators (guypbenson, jimgeraghty, iowahawkblog, jonahnro, and so on). We also ob-
serve for topic Criticizing Obama (topic 8) that people use negative hashtags related to
Obama and DNC 2012 (#dncin4words, #howtopissoffademocrat, #overheardatdnc2012,
#obamatvshows, and so on), and mention and retweet from Republican politicians and
media (e.g., @jjauthor, @klsouth, slone, polarcoug, and so on). A qualitatively similar
result holds for the remaining topics as well as topics that are not shown in the two
tables.
On the whole, the user behavior analysis results are pretty consistent with that of
content analysis. Now that the topics learned by the GBT model are reasonable, they
can be used in the user-profiling experiments.
5. UTILITY OF USER TOPICS IN USER-PROFILING TASKS
In this section, we compare and contrast topics and users’ personal topical interests
uncovered by the GBT model with those uncovered by the TwitterLDA and LDA models
in some user-profiling tasks for Twitter. Our aim here is not to propose any new user-
profiling models. Instead, we want to evaluate the utility of different topic models in the
user-profiling tasks that differentiate users with different user labels. Here, the user
labels are the professional and political preferences of the users. Since the background
topics are shared by users of all classes, they are the least discriminative topics. Thus,
a model better at modeling users’ personal topics and identifying the background topics
would result in a better performance in the user-profiling tasks.
5.1. Profiling Tasks
We consider the following tasks.
—User clustering. In this task, we use the K-mean method with Euclidean similarity
to cluster a set of users.
—User classification. In this task, we use the SVM method with linear kernel to
classify a set of users into classes corresponding to different user labels.
5.2. User Representation
We represent each user by the user’s topic distribution(s) learned from the user’s
content and behavior using a topic model. More precisely, for each model, each topic
is a feature to represent users, and the feature vector of a user is the user’s topic
distribution(s) learned by the model. We examine the following topic models.
—TwitterLDA. In this model, each user u is represented by θT witterLDAu , where
θT witterLDAu is the topic distribution of u learned by the TwitterLDA model. That
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means that each user is represented by personal interests learned from that user’s
content only.
—QBLDA. In this model, each user u is represented by θ QBLDAu , where θ
QBLDA
u is the
topic distribution of u learned by the QBLDA model. Each user is represented by per-
sonal interests learned from that user’s content and user behavior types associated
with the content (see Section 2).
—TwitterLDA+behaviorLDA. In this model, we consider both the user’s personal
interest learned from the user’s content and the user’s personal interests indepen-
dently learned from the user’s behavior. That means that each user u is represented
by a vector feature u, where u is formed by concatenating θT witterLDAu and θ1u , . . . , θ Lu .
Here, for every behavior type l (l = 1, . . . , L), if u has type-l behavior instances, θ lu is
the topic distribution of u learned by applying LDA [Blei et al. 2003] on the bags-of-
behavior instances of type l of all the adopting users. Otherwise, θ lu is a zero vector.
We suppose that adding latent factors learned from behavior to the TwitterLDA
model will improve performance in user-profiling tasks.
—GBT-noBehavior. For this model, we represent each user u by θGBT −noBehavioru , where
θGBT −noBehavioru is the topic distribution of u learned by running the GBT model only
on the dataset, excluding user behavior. With this model, we want to evaluate the
effectiveness of user behavior in profiling a user.
—GBT-noRegularization. For this model, we represent each user u by
θ
GBT −noRegularization
u where θ
GBT −noRegularization
u is the topic distribution of u learnt by
running the GBT model on the full dataset (both user content and user behavior),
but without any sparsity regularization. With this model, we want to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed sparsity regularization technique in learning clearer
user interests.
—GBT. For this model, we represent each user u by θGBTu , where θ
GBT
u is topic dis-
tribution of u learned by running the GBT model on the full dataset and with the
regularization technique used. We expect the GBT model to outperform all previ-
ous models. This improvement is attributed to joint modeling of user interest from
both user content and user behavior and more accurate measuring of users’ personal
interests after filtering out their dependency on realms.
Similar to the previous experiments, in all these models, we set the number of topics
to 80; in GBT-noBehavior, GBT-noRegularization and GBT models, we set the number
of realms to 3.
5.3. Experimental Datasets
To evaluate the performance of these topic models in user-profiling tasks, we need some
datasets with ground-truth labels for all users. Since we do not have ground-truth labels
for all users in SE and Two-Week datasets, we derived the following (sub)datasets.
—Developer dataset: From the users’ self-descriptions, we were able to manually label
691 users in the SE dataset as developers. Among these users, 328 users declare
.NET-based programming languages (e.g., C#, Visual Basic) as their preferential
languages, and 363 users declare other languages (e.g., Java, PhP, Python). We
respectively denote the label for the former and latter set of these users by .NET and
non-.NET. Then, for the clustering task, we cluster the developers into two clusters.
For the classification task, we performed a binary classification.
—Political affiliation dataset: Similarly, from users’ self-descriptions, we were able
to manually label 186 users in the Two-Week dataset as Democrat and 1288 users as
Republican. Again, for the clustering task, we cluster these manually labeled users
into two clusters; for the classification task, we also performed a binary classification.
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Fig. 14. Performance of different models in user clustering task in (a) the Developer dataset and (b) the
Political affiliation dataset.
5.4. Evaluation Metrics
For convenience, in Developer dataset, we call .NET user label 1 and non-.NET user
label 2. Also, in the Political affiliation dataset, we call Democrats user label 1 and
Republicans user label 2.
For the user-clustering task, we adopt weighted entropy as the performance metric.
After running the K-means method with the number of clusters set to 2, we computed
the weighted entropy of the resultant clusters as follows:
E = −
2∑
c=1
nc
n
∗
[
n1c
nc
∗ logn
1
c
nc
+ n
2
c
nc
∗ logn
2
c
nc
]
, (17)
where nc is the number of users assigned to cluster c and n is total number of users. n1c
and n2c are, respectively, the number of users having user label 1 and user label 2 that
are assigned to clustering c, that is, nc = n1c +n2c . The model with a lower entropy is the
winner in the task.
For the user-classification task, we adopt the average F1 score as the performance
metric. To do this on a dataset, we first evenly distributed the set of all users in the
dataset into 10 folds such that, for each user label, the folds have the same fraction of
users having the label. Then, for each model, we use 9 folds to train an SVM classifier
using SVMlight toolbox14, and use the remaining fold to test the learned classifier. We
then compute the average F1 score obtained by each model with respect to the two
user labels. The model with a higher score is the winner in the task.
5.5. Performance Comparison
Figure 14 shows the weighted entropy of the various models in the user clustering
task for the Developer and Political affiliation datasets. Figure 15 shows the average
F1 scores for the user classification task. The figures show that adding the behav-
ior topic distributions improves the performance in user profiling. The TwitterLDA+
behaviorLDA model has lower weighted entropies and higher average F1 scores than
the TwitterLDA model in both cases. Similarly, the GBT-noRegularization and GBT
models also have lower weighted entropies and higher average F1 scores than the
GBT-noBehavior model in both cases. However, the QBLDA model does not always
14http://svmlight.joachims.org/.
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Fig. 15. Performance of different models in user classification task in (a) the Developer dataset and (b) the
Political affiliation dataset.
outperform the TwitterLDA and GBT-noBehavior models. This suggests that, by ag-
gregating user-behavior instances to their types, as in the QBLDA model, we may loss
useful information for deriving user interest. Last, the figures clearly show that the
GBT model significantly improves the performance over the GBT-noRegularization
model, and also significantly outperforms all other models. This implies the
effectiveness of the proposed sparsity regularization technique, and the GBT model
provides a better way for representing users to more accurately differentiate users
having different preferences.
5.6. Feature Analysis
Finally, we examine the most representative topic features for each user label learned
by the SVM-based classifiers in the user classification tasks. For each model, we first
normalize the topic features’ weight returned by the classifiers (in the training phase)
by the maximum weight of all the topic features associated with the same model. Thus,
for each model, the normalized weight of each topic feature in the model represents the
topic’s relative importance in the model. As we run 10-fold cross-validation, for each
model, we compute the average normalized weight of every topic across the 10 folds.
The topics with highest and lowest average normalized weights are then the most
representative for the two user labels, respectively.
Table VII shows the most representative topics for the two user labels in the Devel-
oper dataset learned by the comparative models. Again, we manually labeled the topics
by examining their top words (as shown in Tables VIII, IX, and X) and top tweets. The
table clearly shows that the most representative topics learned by the GBT model are
more reasonable than those learned by the other models. The most representative topics
learned by the GBT model are related to the two programming frameworks (Microsoft
Visual Studio Windows 8 and Windows Tablets & Phones for the .NET label; and Script-
ing programming languages, Java software development, and Open-source data man-
agement systems for the non-.NET label). On the other hand, the most representative
topics for the two user labels learned by the other models are not always related to the
two programming frameworks (e.g., Entertainment (TwitterLDA model), Happenings
in London (QBLDA model), and Readings (TwitterLDA+behaviorLDA model)), or
semantically discriminative for the frameworks (e.g., Data management (TwitterLDA
and TwitterLDA+behaviorLDA models) and HTML & Web (QBLDA model)).
Similarly, Table XI shows the most representative topics for the two user labels in
the Political affiliation dataset learned by the comparative models. Also, we manually
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Table VII. Top Representative Topics for User Label in Developer Dataset Learnt by Comparative Models
User label
TwitterLDA QBLDA TwitterLDA+behaviorLDA GBT
Topic Topic Label Topic Topic Label Topic Topic Label Topic Topic Label
.NET
66
Microsoft Visual
5
Microsoft Visual tweet topic Microsoft Visual
69
Microsoft Visual
Studio Studio 66 Studio Studio
7
Windows Tablets
47
Windows Tablets tweet topic Windows Tablets
35 Windows 8
& Phones Phones 7 & Phones
40 Lance Armstrong 58
Happenings in retweet topic Windows
65
Windows Tablets
London 27 developers & Phones
non-.NET
75
Data
79
HTML & tweet topic Data
44
Scripting
management Web 75 management programming
languages
47 iOS & iPhone 52 Internet & Media
tweet topic
iOS & iPhone 71
Java software
47 development
64 Entertainment 62 Web Browsers
tweet topic
Readings 48
Open-source data
9 management systems
Table VIII. Top Words of Topics Discovered by TwitterLDA and QBLDA Models From SE Dataset
Model Topic Top words
TwitterLDA
7 windows,microsoft,surface,#windows8,#win8,metro,nokia,xbox,#bldwin,tablet
9 reading,life,internet,book,language,person,english,thought,article,code
40 armstrong,lance,bbc,riot,pussy,police,tour,jones,david,cameron
47 ios,google,iphone,apple,maps,mac,android,ipad,facebook,chrome
64 star,wars,disney,trek,graphics,episode,angry,birds,blog,lucasfilm
66 windows,studio,visual,sharepoint,server,dotnet,sql,#sharepoint,microsoft,azure
75 data,java,node,api,cloud,blog,database,server,code,performance
QBLDA
5 windows,studio,visual,microsoft,azure,sharepoint,#windows8,server,#win8,blog
47 windows,microsoft,surface,nokia,lumia,tablet,xbox,#windows8,tablets,#surface
52 media,science,internet,human,article,reading,data,journalism,change,book
58 bbc,london,police,train,david,british,olympics,boris,olympic,cameron
62 google,maps,ios,apple,chrome,internet,firefox,explorer,microsoft,safari
79 mobile,responsive,content,html5,css,#rwd,device,images,presentation,media
Table IX. Top Retweeted Users of Topics Discovered by LDA Model From SE Dataset
Topic Top users
27 hmemcpy,hhariri,markrendle,jbogard,adymitruk,gregyoung,troyhunt
kellabyte,demisbellot,jeremydmiller
labeled the topics by examining their top words (as shown in Tables XII, XIII, XIV,
and XV) and top tweets. Again, the table clearly shows that the most representative
topics learned by the GBT model are more reasonable than those learned by the two
other models. All the representative topics learned by the GBT model are related to
the two political affiliation labels (Romney’s tax policy and Romney’s policies on same
sex marriage, in which Democrats criticize Romney for his proposed tax policy and his
opposing to same-sex marriage, and Speeches at DNC 2012 for the Democrats label;
Republicans on Sandra Fluke’s speech at DNC 2012, in which Republicans angrily
react to Sandra Fluke’s speech at the DNC 201215, Religion issues, and Ron Paul for
the Republicans label). On the other hand, the most representative topics for the two
user labels learned by the two other models are not always representative, for example,
Romney’s taxes and religion and Obama’s private life (TwitterLDA model), in which
15http://www.slate.com/blogs/xx_factor/2012/09/06/sandra_fluke_at_the_dnc_angry_reaction_from_the_
right_wing_is_good_for_obama_.html.
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Table XII. Top Words of Topics Discovered by TwitterLDA and QBLDA Models from Two-Week Dataset
Model Topic Top words
TwitterLDA
2 #p2,#gop,#tcot,#rnc,#dnc2012,romney,#gop2012,#romney,#rnc2012,#obama2012
10 obama,speech,dnc,#dnc2012,stadium,convention,charlotte,#tcot,debt,dems
21 obama,michelle,college,#dnc2012,barack,money,#tcot,president,kids,romney
30 #dnc2012,obama,charlotte,convention,dnc,president,tampa,#dnc,delegates,speech
35 romney,mitt,tax,bain,capital,#romney,taxes,money,mormon,#p2
67 god,platform,jerusalem,dnc,party,democrats,#dnc2012,israel,obama,dems
QBLDA
5 gay,marriage,labor,romney,rights,#p2,union,workers,#lgbt
15 paul,ron,romney,gop,#ronpaul,convention,supporters,delegates,rnc
16 fluke,sandra,#dnc2012,bill,jason,clinton,biggs,birth,dnc
26 debt,obama,trillion,#tcot,#dnc2012,#obama,unemployment,budget,#romneyryan2012
36 voter,voting,law,federal,ohio,election,texas,gop,voters
79 romney,tax,mitt,bain,taxes,money,rich,cuts,capital
Table XIII. Top Retweeted Users of Topics Discovered by LDA Model from Two-Week Dataset
Topic Top words
34 obama2012,barackobama,truthteam2012,thedemocrats,demconvention
michelleobama,donnabrazile,edshow,ofa_nc,jameshaning
37 angryblacklady,otoolefan,gottalaff,shoq,karoli,jeffersonobama,steveweinstein,owillis
eclecticbrotha,bobcesca_go
Table XIV. Top Hashtags of Topics Discovered by LDA Model from Two-Week Dataset
Topic Top words
22 #areyoubetteroff,#failingagenda,#16trillionfail,#areyoubetterof
#failingagend,#forward2012,#wirigh,#wiright,#arithmetic,#16trillionfai
people talk about Romney and Obama both positively and negatively; Voting issues
and Public debt (QBLDA model), a topic that was actively talked about by users of both
parties16; and Living status, a controversial topic that was first raised by Republicans
followed by many opposing responses, even from the Republicans17.
6. CONCLUSION
In this article, we propose a novel topic model for simultaneously modeling realms and
users’ topical interest in microblogging data. Our model associates user behavior with
the latent topics as well as to model multiple types of behavior in a common framework.
To learn the model’s parameters, we propose an efficient Gibbs sampling method. We
further develop a regularization technique incorporated with the sampling method so
that the proposed model is biased to learn more semantically clear realms. We also
report experiments on two Twitter datasets showing the effectiveness of the proposed
model in topic modeling, as well as its improvement over other state-of-the-art topic
models in some user-profiling tasks.
This work can be extended in several directions. First, we would like to consider the
scalability of the proposed model. Possible solutions for scaling up the model are ap-
proximated and distributed implementations of Gibbs sampling procedures [Newman
et al. 2009], and stale synchronous parallel implementation of variational inference
procedures [Ho et al. 2013]. Second, a user may adopt a behavior because the user is
socially or topically motivated [Prentice et al. 1994]. Distinguishing between these two
16http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/08/27/womens-vote-2012-election_n_1832825.html?
17http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/09/04/republicans-ask-are-you-better-off-and-many-reply-yes/.
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types of motivation is important to many applications, but still a challenging problem.
Third, it is potentially helpful to incorporate prior knowledge into the proposed model.
Examples of the prior knowledge are topic-indicative features [Balasubramanyan et al.
2013], and social community labels for some users [Hoang et al. 2014]. Last, the types
of behavior that we model in this work are of a general nature and can be addressed
to users, items, or some groups of users/items. In the future, we would like to ex-
tend the proposed model to incorporate social communities, topical interests of so-
cial communities, and behavior of users addressed to other users within their social
communities.
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